The Shape of Things

A startling dissection of cruelty and artistic
creation from the author of In the Company
of Men and Your Friends and NeighborsIn
a modern version of Adams seduction by
Eve, The Shape of Things pits gentle,
awkward, overweight Adam against
experienced, analytical, amoral Evelyn, a
graduate student in art. After a chance
meeting at a museum, Evelyn and Adam
embark on an intense relationship that
causes shy and principled Adam to go to
extraordinary lengths, including cosmetic
surgery, and a betrayal of his best friend, to
improve his appearance and character. In
the process, Evelyns subtle and insistent
coaching results in a reconstruction of
Adams fundamental moral character. Only
in a final and shocking exhibition does
Evelyn reveal the nature of her interest in
Adam, of her detached artists perspective
and sense of authority--to her, Adam is no
more than flesh.... one of the most perfect
materials on earth. Natural, beautiful, and
malleable. Labutes latest work is an intense
and disturbing study not only of the uses of
power within human relationships, but also
of the ethics involved in the relationship of
art and life. To what extent is an artist
licensed to shape and change her medium
or to alter the work of another artist? What
is acceptable artistic material? At what
point does creation become manipulation,
and at what point does creation destroy?
Or, is the new Adam, handsome and
confident if heart broken, an admirable
result of the most challenging artistic
endeavor? The Shape of Things challenges
societys most deeply entrenched ideas
about art, manipulation, and love.

The Shape of Things (Alternativtitel: Das Ma? der Dinge) ist ein US-amerikanisch-franzosisch-britisches Filmdrama
von Neil LaBute aus dem Jahr 2003.Shapes of Things is a song by the English rock group the Yardbirds. With its
Eastern-sounding, feedback-laden guitar solo and anti-war/pro-environmentalIn a modern version of Adams seduction
by Eve, The Shape of Things pits gentle, awkward, overweight Adam against experienced, analytical, amoral Evelyn, In
The Shape of Things, while the two couples have their share of character defects, they seem generally within the norm,
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until we fully - 2 min - Uploaded by KIMMEThe Singing Walrus - English Songs For Kids 3,060,371 views 3:32. The
Shape of Things Comedy Gretchen Mol at an event for The Shape of Things (2003) Neil LaBute and Rachel Weisz in
The Shape of Things (2003) Gretchen Mol and Rachel Weisz at anThe Shape of Things (2003) on IMDb: Plot summary,
synopsis, and moreThe Shape of Things Neil LaBute ISBN: 9780571212460 Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher mit
Versand und Verkauf duch Amazon.The Shape of Things (2003) on IMDb: Movies, TV, Celebs, and moreThe Shape of
Things. Directed by Neil LaBute. A hard-hitting drama by Neil LaBute that explores power plays between the sexes and
important dimensions of - 1 min - Uploaded by UC Davis College of Letters and ScienceHow far would you go for
love? For art? Such are the painful questions explored by playwright The Shape Of Things [Neil Labute] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. How far would you go for love? For art? What would you be willing to
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